Durable Hardwood Flooring & Lumber from the Willamette Valley

**Hardwood Log Purchase Guidelines**

We saw 8’ 6” and 6’ 6” logs. We will occasionally saw 10’ 6” logs if they meet our tighter specs (see below)*.

**Bucking Instructions:**
- Add 6” of trim for logs up to 8’ in length.
- Add 12” of trim for logs 12’ and longer.
- Logs will be scaled in two foot increments.
- Minimum small end diameter of 12” inside bark (Oak, Ash, Madrone)
  - Minimum diameter of 14” for Maple
- Actual lengths (including trim) that we purchase: 6’6”, 8’6”, 13’, 15’, 17’. Longer logs will be bucked to nearest crotch or terminal defect.
* (We will purchase 10’6” oak or maple logs if over 16” on scale end, 80% clear and perfectly straight. Otherwise we will scale the log back to 8’6”)

**Defects:**
- Crotch: Double heart with bark seam – Trim until no bark shows
- Sweep: **Logs must be straight in each 6’6” section.**
- Knots: At least 50% of the log must be clear lengthwise in each 6’ or 8’ length
- Metal/Foreign Objects: If there is any external sign of metal or ceramic insulators, it will be either be docked, or will be a NO PAY LOG at our discretion.

**Pricing for Oregon White Oak, Western Maple, Oregon Ash, Madrone**
Logs with a small end diameter between 10”-17” - $450.00/mbf
Logs with a small end diameter of 18” and over - $525.00/mbf
Exceptionally large, straight, clear logs (judged at our discretion) - $600.00/mbf

The above prices are based on the Scribner scale.

**15% premium for logs carrying FSC Certification.**
**30% premium for logs coming from a project where Oak is being retained and regenerated.**

Price is for logs delivered by selfloader to mill at 4550 Oak Grove Rd. Rickreall